NEARSHORINGPLUS

The solution for your technical software
developments.
Personal, professional and affordable.
UCONTROL
UControl and her Czech partner 4USE offer
extensive experience and specialist knowledge,
think with you and carry out your wishes via the
nearshoringPLUS concept.

YOUR BENEFIT
Outsourcing offers a number of benefits:




Access to hire qualified and experienced IT
professionals, flexible and available when
required
Savings on:
Recruitment and selection
Workplaces and / or facilities
Employer risks and / or expenses

NEARSHORINGPLUS EXTRAS
We successfully apply our nearshoringPLUS concept
since 2001:







Knowledge and communication are guaranteed
by a dedicated contact person
University educated engineers, highly
motivated to deliver top quality
Good price by means of minimal overhead
Czech Republic because:
- Same time zone, short travel time
- Minimal differences in culture
- As an EU member a stable country
4USE comes under Dutch management

COMMUNICATION AND KNOWLEDGE
In the development of technical software,
communication and domain knowledge play an
essential role. With the right knowledge,
developed is more efficient and the chance of
mistakes considerably smaller.
At an initial project kick-off our Czech engineers
come to your company to get familiar with the
project, but also with each other. A delivery or
knowledge transfer may also be a reason for a
visit.
Always in good cooperation and mutual
agreement.
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AGILE SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
We work with an agile development methodology.
This means that in short cycles (2 to 4 weeks)
new functionality gets delivered.
By this interim deliverables and thus obtain
renewed insights, priorities and functional
requirements can be quickly adjusted.

REFERENCES
.NET

Realization of various Microsoft .NET
projects such as a Textile Management
System for our customer GSE
Dispensing; Leader in dosing
technology.
Realization of telecommunication
software for the control tower
workstations of an international airport.
Realization of mobile apps for uniform
reporting in the form of a story board.
This for workflow optimization.

INTERESTED?
Please feel free to contact us.
We will be pleased to determine
what we can do for you.
Gerrie van de Steeg

As with all of our customers, we
want to build a long-term
relationship based on
transparency, trust and mutual
respect.
Willy Venbrux

CONTACT
T: +31 485 470555
E: info@ucontrol.nl

For more information:
www.ucontrol.nl
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